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CLAIMS 
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There is no such thing as  

“zero emissions” 



 

 

Basic physics show that a 

hydrogen economy  

is not feasible 



 

 

Basic chemistry shows that an 

electric economy  

is not feasible 



 

 

In the long run, we’ll all drive 

electric... But maybe not as 

you might think 



 

 

̶ Why should internal combustion engines be banned? 

 

̶ Why should we not ban them? 
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WHY DO WE NEED A 
CHANGE? 
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Worldwide, air pollution ranked 6th cause premature deaths 

10x more deaths in EU than due to traffic accidents 



DOTTING THE I’S AND CROSSING THE T’S 

̶ Burning a hydrocarbon fuel 

̶ Theoretically: CxHy + O2  CO2 + H2O 

‒ So CO2 is a normal product of combustion and usually a 

harmless gas 

̶ Reality: also NOX, particulate matter (PM), CO, 

hydrocarbons (unburned or partially burned) 

‒ These are the pollutant emissions: toxic components 

‒ Undesired products of combustion, minor species 

‒ Limited by emission legislation (Euro 4, 5, 6…) 



DIESELGATE 

̶ VW using “defeat devices” on diesel cars 

̶ Meeting emission limits during testing 

̶ Emitting many times more out on the road 

̶ Fall-out… not just VW… 
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CAR magazine Oct 2015 

 



REAL WORLD NOX EMISSIONS 

Mostly “legal”: 

deficiencies in  

EU legislation 

̶ Test cycle remote from 

actual driving conditions 

̶ Many loopholes 

̶ Now new cycle + RDE 

(Real Driving Emissions) 
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theICCT.org 



SHOULD WE BAN DIESEL CARS? 

̶ Now it gets confusing... Euro 6 can mean multiple things... 

̶ Legislation has tightened  

(more challenging cycle, testing procedures and RDE) 

̶ “Euro 6d” or “Euro 6d-TEMP” diesel car:  

clean, also in real life! 

‒ In fact, cleaner than the dirtiest gasoline cars 
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SO CAN WE SOLVE AIR QUALITY PROBLEMS? 

 

̶ Yes, ultralow emissions are possible,  

for both gasoline and diesel vehicles 

 

̶ Vehicles have been demonstrated, driving in congested 

traffic, with cleaner exhaust than intake! 
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BUT… GREENHOUSE GAS EFFECT! 
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release 

uptake 



GLOBAL WARMING 

 

̶ Consequences: see elsewhere (check IPCC material) 

 

̶ Solutions: 

1. Reduce primary energy use 

2. Change energy carrier 
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REMARK… 

Vehicle design 

for lowest fuel consumption? 

Start with the basics! 

̶ Light 

̶ Low  

̶ Small  
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vs. 

SUV 

hype 

“vehicular 

obesity” 



VEHICLE GROWTH 
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THINGS NEED TO CHANGE 

̶ Global warming is biggest issue, transportation is big contributor 

̶ # vehicles ↑ ↑ ↑ + mileage ↑ 

̶ Status quo of real world fuel consumption 
‒ OEMs using loopholes in legislation;  

consumer preference for SUVs 

̶ ”ICEs run on fossil fuels and have low h” 

̶ Hence, ”death of the internal combustion  

engine” announced (cfr. The Economist) 

̶ Efficiency improvements of the ICE? 

̶ Incremental? 

̶ Important increases are costly  

... while EV prices are decreasing? 
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CONTENTS 

̶ Is transport as we know it today, sustainable? 
̶ Oil reserves, greenhouse gas effect, pollutant emissions, … 

̶ Which alternatives exist? 
̶ Other fossil fuels 

̶ Other combustion types 

̶ Biofuels 

̶ Fuel cells 

̶ Battery-electric vehicles 

̶ … 

̶ How do we pick a winner? 

̶ My own view 
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ALTERNATIVES 
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BEV: BATTERY ELECTRIC VEHICLE 

Advantages 

̶ Efficiency 

̶ No tailpipe 

̶ Widespread energy carrier 

 

Disadvantages 

̶ It uses a battery  

̶ Cost 

̶ Limited driving range 

̶ Charging time 
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FCV: FUEL CELL VEHICLE 

Advantages 

̶ Also electric vehicle, same advantages 

̶ But fuel cell producing electricity from H2 

̶ High efficiency 

̶ But lower than BEV 

̶ Filling as convenient as with liquid fuel 

̶ 5 min for 500 km range 

Disadvantages 

̶ It uses hydrogen 

̶ Infrastructure? 

̶ Low energy density 
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CRITERIA FOR PICKING AN ALTERNATIVE? 

̶ How do you judge the suitability of an alternative? 

̶ “well-to-wheel” energy use, CO2 emission, … 

̶ “life cycle” energy use, CO2 emission, … 

̶ “total cost of ownership” TCO 

(purchase price – resale value + costs of use) 

̶ Driving range 

̶ Safety  

̶ Ease of use 

̶ … 
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WELL-TO-WHEEL (WTW) 
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WELL-TO-WHEEL (WTW) 
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WTT: high 

(~90%) 

TTW: low 

(~20%) 

WTT: medium 

(~40%) 

TTW: high 

(~80%) 

i.e. WTW h BEV (now) about 2x WTW h ICEV 



LCA 

Life 

Cycle 

Analysis 
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LCA – LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS 
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ADVERTISING: THE NEXT SCAM? 
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No such thing as “zero emissions”! 

(unfortunately, current legislation works that way…) 

Everything we do has an impact 



ENERGY DENSITY? 

Batteries 
̶ 85 kWh Li-ion battery: 540 kg 

̶ = energy contents of 7.4 kg gasoline 

̶ Or factor 76 difference in  

energy content 

̶ Partly compensated by higher efficiency of  

electric drive (x 4) 

Hydrogen  
̶ In liquid form (-253°C): 6 x mass of 

gasoline for same energy (incl. storage) 

̶ Compressed (700 bar):  5 x 
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Hydrogen7 



PICK A WINNER… 
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Technology/ 

fuel 

Climate Air quality Purchase 

cost 

Cost of use … 

Gasoline     

Diesel     

LPG, CNG     

Biodiesel  *   * 

Alcohol *   * 

Hydrogen 

engine 

*    

Hydrogen  

fuel cell 

*    

Battery-electric *    

… 

*:dependent on production! 

Hence the cliché “There is no silver bullet” 

Or my version: the law of conservation of misery 



MY VISION… 
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“Prediction is very difficult,  

especially if it is about the future”  

– Niels Bohr 



• Which energy source? 

• Transport: 

oWhich energy carrier? 

oWhich powerplant? 

Criteria: 

• Sustainable 

• Scalable 

Some numbers (2010): 

• > 1 billion vehicles 

• > 15 TW 



7 TW 

14 TW 

7 TW 

44 TW 

72 TW 

85.000 TW 

D. Abbott, ‘‘Keeping the 

energy debate clean: 

How do we supply the 

world’s energy needs?’’ 

Proc. IEEE 98(1):42–66 
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H2 
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H2 

? 
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H2 

? 
? ? ? 



INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE 

•Sustainable if it runs on a renewable fuel 

•Scalable as it is produced from abundantly available, 

recyclable materials 
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? 

H2 



THE H2-FUELED ICE 

̶ Investigated thoroughly at UGent 

̶ Specific power > gasoline engines 

̶ Engine efficiency > diesel engines 

̶ Ultralow emissions 

BUT... 
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Progr Energy Comb Sci  35:490 



ENERGY DENSITY IS CRUCIAL! 
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liquid 

gas 



VISUALLY… 
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60 kg gasoline 

+ 40 kg 

alcohol 

+ 100 kg hydrogen 

+ 700 kg 

batteries 

1300 kg 



LIQUIDS: DISTRIBUTION & STORAGE EASIER 
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€ 250 
 

 

€ 2.500 
 

 

€ 25.000 
 

 

Scalability also means affordability! 



ENERGY CARRIER AND DRIVE? 

Must be: 

̶ Sustainable  

̶  Closed cycle for energy carrier and powertrain materials 
 

̶ Scalable 

̶ Use abundantly available resources 

̶ Affordable 
 

̶ Storable 

̶ High energy and power density 

 

   → Need for renewable, liquid fuels 
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RENEWABLE FUELS 

̶ Solar fuels, e-fuels, “liquid electricity”, … 

̶ Making sustainable energy storable 
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WHICH FUELS? 

̶ Fuels containing carbon outperform others in terms of energy densities  

̶ Note carbon in itself is not a problem  

– the whole biosphere works on it!  

̶ But: we need to restore the carbon balance  

 close the carbon cycle, increase the  

speed at which carbon is captured 

̶ Can’t rely on fossilization,  

can’t rely on biomass: too slow 

̶ Must use chemistry,  

driven by renewable energy,  

to capture carbon 

ChemSusChem 10:1039 



CO2 CAPTURE 

̶ Capturing carbon to make 

fuels 

̶ Start with main point 

sources: e.g. 50% of CO2 

emitted from 220 major 

sources in Flanders 

̶ Use carbon from other 

sources: biomass & waste 

̶ Ultimately: direct air capture 

̶ Carbon capture & use 

(CCU) 
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WHICH FUELS? 

̶ Now that we need to synthesize fuels, let’s make what we want 

̶ Sufficient energy density & preferably simple molecules 
‒ Production is more efficient (WTT) 

‒ Conversion (TTW) can be controlled more easily (h, emissions) 

̶ Abundantly available building blocks: C, H, O, N, … 

̶ Thus, most simple fuels: 

̶ Hydrogen, H2 (at patm, liquid at 20K) 

̶ Methane, CH4 (at patm, liquid at 91K) 

̶ Ammonia, NH3 (at Tatm, liquid at 8.6 bar) 

̶ Methanol, CH3OH (liquid) 

̶ Dimethylether (DME), CH3OCH3 (liquid at 5.3 bar) 

̶ … 

 RENEWABLE LIQUID FUELS 



H2: VERY BAD AT STORING HYDROGEN 
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H2 STORAGE: ENERGY IMPLICATIONS 

̶ Making hydrogen liquid, or compressing it to 700 bar, 

takes as much energy as making e.g.methanol from it 

̶ Between 10% (CH2) and 30% (LH2) of the heating value 

 

̶ E.g. methanol is  

using CO2 to carry H2  

more efficiently! 
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PIEEE 94:1826 



CASE: METHANOL 

̶ Can be produced in different ways 

̶ Biomass, fossil fuels 

̶ Synthesize using renewable energy:  

H2 + CO/CO2  CH3OH 

̶ Liquid 

̶ Cheap tanks, cheap distribution 

̶ Evolution of infrastructure possible 

 Has been a focus for UGent since 2009 
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UGent RESEARCH INTO METHANOL 

̶ Converted engines on test bench 

̶ Conclusion from extensive set of 

measurements: 

̶ Power density > gasoline 

̶ Efficiency > diesel 

̶ And emissions can be  

lower than both! 
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Progr Energ Comb Sci 70:43 



 

 

 

DIESEL 

CI ENGINE 

GASOLINE 

SI ENGINE 

efficiency 
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Octane-on-demand: 

- Knock suppression 

Low/high alcohol 

blends: 

- High octane number 

- High latent heat 

- High burning velocity 

Dedicated methanol engine: 

- High compression ratio 

- Heavily downsized/boosted 

- High EGR/dilution ratio Methanol fuel reforming: 

- Waste heat recovery 

- High burn rate of H2 

- High EGR/dilution ratio 

Dual fuel methanol combustion: 

- No soot/NOx trade-off 

CI/PPC methanol combustion: 

- No soot/NOx trade-off 

- “Soot-free” combustion 

OPTIMIZED  

METHANOL 
ENGINE 
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- Knock suppression 
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Dual fuel methanol combustion: 
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CI/PPC methanol combustion: 

- No soot/NOx trade-off 
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OPTIMIZED  

METHANOL 
ENGINE 

 

+35%? 

-35% NOx? 

No soot/PM 



ONGOING PROJECTS 
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FLANDERS 
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FLANDERS 
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METHANOL AS A FUEL 

̶ Now: China main methanol fuel market 

̶ Improving air quality & increasing energy security 

 

̶ 2015: 35 billion liters of methanol for energy use 
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AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM 
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CH3OH  

n(-CH2-) 
Transport 

Liquid 

storage 

Grid  Electricity 

H2 

H2O 

CH4 

CO2 

Gas  

storage 

Heat  

Waste 

Heat 

…And this can be brought into 

play quickly using liquid fuel 

blends in existing vehicles 

“Renewable Power Methane”,  

cfr. E-gas projects;  

Massive storage of 

renewable energy makes 

investment in it viable 

R. J. Pearson et al. ‘‘Energy storage via carbon-neutral fuels made from CO2, water, and 

renewable energy,’’ Proc. IEEE, vol. 100, no. 2, pp. 440–460, Feb. 2012. 



 

 

̶ Why should internal combustion engines be banned? 

 

̶ Why should we not ban them? 
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WHY SHOULD INTERNAL COMBUSTION 
ENGINES BE BANNED? 

 

̶ Air quality problems can be solved,  

even on gasoline and diesel 

̶ A combustion engine does not  

HAVE to run on a fossil fuel 

̶ ICE, with renewable (liquid) (e-)fuel is a solution that is 

sustainable, scalable and storable 
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WHY SHOULD WE NOT BAN THE ICE? 

̶ Legislator needs to focus on impact 

̶ Pollutant emissions, greenhouse gases 

̶ NOT on technology! 

̶ ICE or BEV; BEV or FCEV... Irrelevant!  

Each has its merits and can be sustainable 

Each has unanswered questions 

̶ We will likely find different answers for different applications 

(as is already the case now) 
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CLAIMS 

There is no such thing as “zero emissions” 
  Think about tank-to-wheel and vehicle production 

Basic physics show that a hydrogen economy  

is not feasible 
  H2 will be an important element, but has severe storage limitations 

Basic chemistry shows that an electric economy  

is not feasible 
  Electric is best for increasing efficiency… but that’s not the only criterion! 

In the long run, we’ll all drive electric...  

But maybe not as you might think 
  Could be on e-fuels, made from sustainable electricity! 
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